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In the present study, we investigate the role of the incorporation of oxygen vacancies

on the phase formation of cubic zirconia synthesized at room temperature.

100 nm - thick films were grown in the poisoned mode and also while working in the

transition zone with the help of a voltage feedback control loop. During the synthesis,

oxygen was introduced at the target vicinity in order to optimize the feedback control

loop response. This way, we could get a tight control over the film chemistry (e.g. O/Zr

ratio). By systematically varying the working parameters, we identified that for 200

mA, 10 mTorr, with the oxygen inlet positioned at the target, and working in the

poisoned regime, the XRD spectrum only exhibits reflections from the

low-temperature stable monoclinic phase. To the contrary, by working inside the

transition i.e. by growing sub-stoichiometric zirconia thin films, the film phase

constitution was dramatically modified and only the cubic reflections were observed.

Chemical analysis results showed that films grown in the transition are

oxygen-deficient, indicating that only oxygen vacancy are necessary to stabilize the

c-phase. Quantum-chemistry based calculations are in remarkable agreement with

the above mentioned experimental data.

In conclusion, our experimental and theoretical data demonstrate that only the

incorporation of O vacancies stabilizes the high-temperature cubic phase, at room

temperature. Temperature–resolved X-Ray Diffraction analysis, performed in air,

revealed that these oxygen-deficient cubic zirconia thin films were stable up to 700

°C.
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